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By Virtue of a Warrant from the proprietors Office Surveyed for Major John Colville of Prince William - County one certain tract or parcel of land situate in the said County (joining to the Land of the said Colville formerly John Grants due to the Land of John Lewis called the Mine Tract above Difficult run) bounded as follows.

Beginning at (A) a white oak marked T.F. and (B) being the beginning tree of another tract of land of the said Colville taken up by John Grant on the upper end of an hammock of pines and on the east side of the Penny Branch of Difficult run and extending thence N° 90° to (B) between 2 cypress trees one of them marked T.F then W 153° to (C) a black oak jutting in the line of a tract of land taken up by M. Ino Lewis for 25 Acre now commonly known by the name of the Mine tract then with the line of that tract S 50° to (D) a black oak jutting W 50° to (E) 2 black oaks & a cypress tree on the Penny knoll at N 40° to (F) a large pine near the Cool Spring being the beginning tree of the said Mine Tract then S 75° W 88' to (G) a large white oak on the side of a hill the left corner of the Mine tract of said thence S 24° E 161' to (H) a white oak T.F. and jutting in the line of the said land of Grant now Colville then with the line of the said tract S 89° & 23' to (I) a white oak by a Glade N° 47° & 266' to the beginning containing Three hundred Sixty Acres.
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